Lewis Peak Avalanche Accident off of Mountain Loop Highway, north central WA Cascades 1-18-14
Accident information and images provided by Oyvind Henningsen, Everett Mountain Rescue
Report prepared by Dennis D'Amico, NWAC and Dave Creeden (member of climbing party)

Report Updated 2-06-14: On 2-05-14, the 3 people listed above sat down at the NWAC office and reconciled different ideas regarding this
accident. Many thanks to Oyvind and Dave for collaborating their thoughts, maps and pictures and their commitment to setting the record as
straight as possible given the information available. Revisions: The summit has been labeled on many of the photos to better illustrate where
the accident occurred. Also, it is believed that the climber stepped across a small wind lip along the ridgeline onto the other side of the ridge,
onto what the climber thought was a stable platform. While the other climber did not see the accident, a sharp crack was heard as the cornice
broke off.
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Everett Mountain Rescue was involved in the search and recovery for one person on Lewis Peak
The accident occurred approximately 12:15 pm on Saturday 1-18-14
Party of 2 climbers with 1 person involved in the accident and 1 fatality
SAR was notified Saturday evening, made first contact with the victim early on the 19th and removed the victim later in the afternoon
Victim triggered a cornice failure which subsequently triggered a loose wet avalanche roughly 500' below cliff bands (AC, WL)
Avalanche was on the ESE side of Lewis Peak
Avalanche size estimated D3/R3 (based on vegetation clues)
Estimated that the upper snow in the start zone was moist, that the slide began at the top of avalanche path and that the avalanche
stopped in the top part of the runout zone. The avalanche path extends another 1000’ vertical from where the slide arrested.
• Bed surface unknown in start zone
• Victim travelled about 2450’ vertical, came to rest about 200’ away from the toe, 80' higher than the toe (on topo) and was partially buried
• Everett Mtn SAR reported evidence of small natural wet-loose activity and ongoing snow shedding on steep southerly aspects of specific
terrain features during the recovery Sunday

Comments from NWAC: Several days had passed since the last storm cycle and increasingly warm temperatures and freezing levels were seen
toward the end of the work week. Temperatures on Saturday were 5-10 degrees cooler than Friday with moderate SW winds and some high
clouds. No new storm or wind slab avalanches had been reported since the end of the storm cycle, and little in the way of natural wet-loose
activity had been reported since the middle of the week. NWAC Pro-observer Dallas Glass reported very moist snow in the top 50-60 cm on
solar aspects on Friday near Stevens Pass. Across the Cascades, widespread cornice growth was not reported following the most recent storm
cycle, but from the photos provided, cornice growth on Lewis Peak was locally larger. The night before the accident there was likely a healthy
re-freeze of the upper snowpack, as was reported throughout the west slopes of the Cascades despite the warm temperatures. The forecast
that was in effect during the accident is attached at the end of the report.
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Debris pile
Approx 40ft wide x 15-20ft deep
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Looking up gully
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NWAC Avalanche Forecast in effect for Sat, 1-18-14
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